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About This Game

Clear the room, hide the pets, and use the wrist straps!

Brain Voyagers: Ricochet is an energetic game of skill, coordination, and focus. Defeat waves of enemies in a variety of
playspaces using a mix of different tools and powers to create, control, and deflect deadly balls of energy.

Parry or dodge incoming fire, manage your energy to do things like change trajectories or create additional projectiles, take
advantage of new playspace features like barriers or accelerators, and manage the game’s challenge in real time.

Your main weapons are also your main threats, as energy balls are your only way to defeat the enemy - but they can harm you as
well.

Enjoy an immersive VR experience with the challenge of real-life paddle sports, the quick thinking of martial arts, and the fun
of classic games like Arkanoid.

Four different levels of difficult mean you can play Casual with your kids or challenge yourself to beat the bots on Hardcore.

Defend yourself!
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Title: Brain Voyagers : Ricochet
Genre: Action, Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Brain Voyagers
Publisher:
Brain Voyagers
Release Date: 5 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 10

Processor: i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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